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ENROLLMENT 
HANDBOOK 
APRIL 
1994 
Office of the Registrar 
KENYON COLLEGE 
Gambier, Ohio 43022 
FALL SEMESTER 1994-95 
Aug 26, Frl .... Residences open for new students; Orientation progr b*9 
Aug 28, Sun .... Residences open for returning students 
Aug 29, Hon .... New Kenyon Student registration and enrollment Mrlodi Aug 30, Tue .... Claasea begin; Upperclasa registration; Begin add-arop v 
Start of Session 1 PHSD courses 
Sep 5, Hon Labor Day; classes as usual . 
Sep 5-6, Kon-Tue. . Eve of Rosh Hashana; Rosh Hashana; classes as usua 
Sep 7, Wed End of Add-Drop period; Last day to register; 
Last day to change to audit in Fall 6 courses; 
Fall 6 Year course enrolljaents finaliied 
Sep 14-15, Wed-Thu. Eve of Yom Kippur; Yon Kippur; claeses as usual 
Sep 16-17, Frl-Sat. Alumni Reunion Planning rvwmltts* 
Sep 23-24, Fri-Sat. Homecoming; Alumni Council; Kenyon Fund Executive 
Sep 26, Hon .... Last day to change grading option—Fall, cours 
Oct 3-4, Kon-Tue. . October Break 
Oct 5, Wed Classes resume; Two-day grace period 
Oct 12, Wed .... Last day to add a courae 
Oct 14, Fri .... End of Session 1 PHSD courses 
Oct 14-15, Fri-Sat. Family Weekend; Parents' Advisory Council 
Oct 17-21, Mon-Frl. Midterm reports due to Academic Advising office 
Oct 17-28, Mon-Frl. Add-drop period for Session 2 PHSD courses 
Oct 21-22, Frl-Sat. Fall Meeting of Board of Trustees 
Oct 24, Hon .... Start of Session 2 PHSD courses 
Oct 25, Tue .... Foum 
day 
with a -WP" 
Nov l, Tue Last day for Juniors to declare major 
Nov 19, Sat .... Thanksgiving Vacation begins 
Nov 28, Hon .... Classes resume with no grace period 
Nov 30-Dec 6, W-T . December add-drop period 
*n<l of Session 2 PHSD courses 
Dec 10, Sat .... Begin grace period before final exams 
Dec 14, Wed .... Last day of classes in first semester 
Dec 15-16, Thu-Fri. Reading days 
Dec 17-18, Sat-Sun. Examinations 
Dec 19, Hon ... . Reading day 
Dec 20-21, Tue-Wed. Examinations 
Dec 21, Wed .... Laet day faculty may accept work for Fall courses; 
First semester ends at 9i30 p.m. 
rZ° ii I , * * * * 8tud#nt residences close at Noon 
2 3 «  " 1  . . . .  Y e a r - c o u r s e  g r a d e s  t o  R e g i s t r a r ' s  O f f i c e  b y  1 0  
Jan 3, Tue Pall-course grades to Registrar's Office by 10 
nders' Day; Matriculation „ 
Oct 26, Wed .... Last to withdraw from an extra Fall or Year 
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start of each semester is seven class days. 
FOREWORD 
^•publication supplements the 1994-95 COURSE OF STUDY by 
providing updated information regarding the courses offered and 
y providing specific dates for various deadlines, announcing any 
nanges in academic regulations, and answering some of the most 
<iuently asked questions regarding policies and procedures. 
Please save this booklet for future reference. 
NOTICE: 
faculty and staff stand ready to encourage and advise, the 
Dr^l/*8pon,ibility f°r complying with College policies and 
th^T UT*? " wel1 a* for Nesting degree requirements rests with 
coM ividual Ntudent. Students are provided with personal 
5ro??u2£ c°Hege policies in the COURSE OF STUDY and various ROLLMENT handbooks and are held accountable for their content. 
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APRIL ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES 
Arrange for a conference with your faculty advisor prior to your 
scheduled enrollment time. Submit your signed SELECTION OF COURSES 
form to the Registrar's Office according to the following schedule: 
Class of '95 Tuesday & Wednesday April 26 & 27 
Class of '96 Thursday & Friday April 28 & 29 
Class of '97 Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday May 2, 3, & 4 
OPEN TO ALL Thursday & Friday May 5 6 6 
And according to the first letter of your last name: 
CLASS OF '95 CLASS OF '96 CLASS OF '97 
DATE 4/26 4/27 4/28 4/29 5/2 5/3 5/4 
8:45AM 
11:30 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R 
A-F M-R S-Z 
A-F M-R S-Z 
A-F M-R S-Z 
A-F M-R S-Z 
WE WILL NEED TO CLOSE 
SO THAT THOSE IN LINE 
THE DOOR AT ABOUT 
CAN BE ACCOMMODAT1 
11:45 EACH DAY 
SD BY NOON. 
1:00PM 
4:00 
C-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L S-Z 
G-L M-R S-Z 
G-L M-R S-Z 
G-L M-R S-Z 
G-L M-R S-Z 
WE WILL NEED TO CLOSE 
SO THAT THOSE IN LINE 
THE DOOR AT ABOUT 
CAN BE ACCOMMODAT1 
4:15 EACH DAY 
SD BY 4:30. 
You may submit your forms at any time AFTER the times indicated abo . 
but not before. Students not enrolling during April Enrollment P*r 
must wait until September to enroll. You are not to miss class to 
enroll for next year's courses. The COURSE SELECTION form must b# 
completed fully and accurately. If yours is not, you will surely 
your place in line. You will be provided with a receipt (print-ou 
your 1994-95 course enrollments before you leave the office. 
On your COURSE SELECTION form, please write or print clearly a® V011 
complete the following items: 
DEPARTMENT AND COURSE NUMBER. Use the four-letter department 
abbreviations and course numbers exactly as listed in the COURSE 
STUDY and this APRIL ENROLLMENT HANDBOOK. 
SECTION NUMBER. The section numbers (SEC NO.) following course nu»br 
in the Class Time Schedule in this booklet must be indicated-
ALTERNATE SECTIONS. List here alternate section numbers in case y°f 
first choice is closed. If no alternate section is listed, and y 
first choice is closed, we will look to ALTERNATE COURSES below. 
TERM. Here show the correct termcode for the course: IS for fall 
semester courses; 2S for spring-semester courses; Y for year-cour» 
• . Use column to indicate that you wish to take a cour ^  
the Pass/D/Fail grading option by writing in "P/F". You must n 
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•ignature of the course instructor to take a course Pass/Fail. Audits 
ira accepted only during the ADD-DROP period of each semester. 
UNITS of credit. Indicate whether the course is .5 or 1.0, etc. 
PERIOD. Indicate the meeting time from the schedule in this booklet. 
FACULTY PERMISSION is necessary for those courses so indicated with a 
•P* in the next to the last column in the Class Time schedule. 
ALTERNATE COURSES. If you choose to enroll for one or more courses 
with lisited enrollments, you are advised to list alternate courses on 
th# bottom of the form. If no alternate course is listed and your 
first choice is closed, you may lose your place in line since you w 
need to return to your advisor for an alternate selection. Be sure 
indicate which alternates are intended to substitute for which co 
above through the use of line numbers in the left margin. 
ADVISOR'S SIGNATURE. Enrollments cannot be processed without the 
aignature of your faculty advisor. 
®R0RS AND SPOILED FORMS: If you make an error on the form, draw a 
•ingle line clearly through that item. If a form is lost or spoiled, 
you may obtain another from the Registrar's Office. 
RESTRICTIONS FOR APRIL ENROLLMENT . . .. 
A. If permission of the instructor is explicitly required in 
court# description or in the Time Schedule you must secure the 
in»tructor's signature on the form. All students who have ®ucn 
Permission will be enrolled. Written permission of the 
m? °*®rrid® th® ®nrollment limit on a closed course. ENROLLMENTS 
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH FORGERY WILL BE CANCELLED. (S 
FORGERY in this booklet under Supplement to Academic Regulations.) 
for b°th semesters. You will have ample °PPortu"i^ or 
cour»® selections, if necessary, in September, December, 
SniutH?ent8 8hould not ®nro11 for »or® than four <r°"r8eS u?ses75 »ai h. !i 8«®est«r during the April Enrollment Period. Ext™ 
neL ! ?®d durin9 the regular ADD-DROP Periods each s®"®®*®! < EXTRA S. " " neW 8tudents have had a chance) . YOU MAY ENROLL FOR EXTRA 
IF they are labs, applied music, ensembles, or PHSD 
"•it^nf?? Wi8h to Audit a course that is offered for credit, must 
ntn the ADD-DROP Periods in September, December or January. 
'ear Courses. You must enroll for year courses in their entirety. 
' i1?™™ ENROLLMENT LIMITS: MAXIMUM ENROLLMENT L™*TS: 
i l l  Un}t®/s®m®st®r (Seniors, 1.50) 2.50 units per ®®"®ster 
'J? uhits/year (Seniors, 3.50) 5.00 units per year 
•50 units in at least 2 
departments every semester 
read the collegiate rules and regulations in COURSE OF STUDY. 
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March 23, 1994 SUPPLEMENT TO THE 1994-95 COURSE LISTINGS 
ENGL-04.00 94/2S INTRO POETRY WRITING has been cancelled second sesaattr. 
ENGL-68.03 94/2S MOD AMERICAN POETRY has been cancelled. 
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KIT TO TIM* AMD ROOM 8CHBDUL* 
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM: 
1-19 Introductory courses 
20-70 Upper level courses 
71-90 Seminars 
91-92 Special Topic courses or seminars 
93-94 Individual study 
95-98 Honors 
LOCATIONS: ACLAND Acland House, SW corner Wiggin & Acland Streets 
ART Art Barn 
ASC Ascension Hall ,_n ASC220 PHILO, Philomathesian Hall—Ascension Hall, Rm 
BAIL Bailey House, behind the Libraries 
BEX Bexley Hall 
BIO Biology Building 
BOLTON Bolton Theater 
COLBRN Colburn Gallery off Bexley Hall 
DANCE Shaffer Dance Studio 
DAVIS 107 Ward Street 
ERN2ND Ernst Center, 2nd floor meeting room 
HIL Hill Theater Building 
OFFICE Office of the Instructor 
°LN Olin Library 
HRWITZ Horvitz House, Park St. Cfr.»Ki PLM Palme House, N.W. corner of Ward « Wiggin Stree 
PM Philip Mather Hall 
PRC Peirce Hall PRC201 BMR, Bemis Music Room, 2nd floor of Peirce Hall 
RBS Residence of Instructor 
RNGWLT Ringvalt Room, Chalmers Library 
1108 Rosse Hall c4.reets SEITZ Seitz House, S.E. corner of Wiggin t Park 
SM Samuel Mather Hall 
SUNSET Sunset Cottage, behind the Libraries 
TMBRLK Timberlake House on Park Street 
WRTHMR Wertheimer Field House 
DAVS OF THE WEEK: M,T,W,R,F SEMESTERS: lS-Fall, 2S«Spring, Y«Ye< 
PERIODS: 
Monday-Wednesday-Friday D»v4~a i . .. . _i Period l 
Period 2 
Period 
Period 
Period 
Period 
Period . 
Period 8 
Tuesday-Thursday 
8:10 
9:10 
10:10 
11:10 
12:10 
1:10 
2:10 
3:10 
9:00 
10:00 
11:00 
12:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
Period A 
Period B 
Common Hour 
Period D 
Period E 
8:10 -
9:40 -
11:10 -
1:10 -
2:40 -
9:30 
11:00 
12:00 
2:30 
4:00 
AFT 1:10-4:00 p.m. 
EVE 7:00-10:00 p.m 
°THER: p • Permission of instructor required to enroll 
^ " Limited enrollment 
s 94-95 TIKI SCHEDULE 
DIPT 4 NO. SN 
AAAS 11 
AAAS 93 
AAAS 12 
AAAS 83 
AAAS 94 
AMST 8 
AMST 81 
ANTH 12 01 
ANTH 12 02 
ANTH 13 01 
ANTH 13 02 
ANTH 38 
ANTH 41 
ANTH 53 
ANTH 54 
ANTH 56 
ANTH 57 
ANTH 65 
ANTH 67 Y 
ANTH 93 
ANTH 97 
ANTH 10 
ANTH 12 
ANTH 13 01 
ANTH 13 02 
ANTH 25 
ANTH 30 
ANTH 31 
ANTH 36 
ANTH 43 
ANTH 44 
ANTH 49 
ANTH 52 
ANTH 63 
ANTH 68 Y 
ANTH 92 
ANTH 94 
ANTH 98 
ARMS 10 
ARHS 11 
ARMS 35 
ARHS 27 
ARHS 30 
ARHS 73 
ARHS 80 
ARHS 91 
ARHS 93 
ARHS 95 
ARHS 97 Y 
ARHS 11 
ARHS 12 
ARHS 13 
ARHS 24 
ARHS 41 
ARHS 75 
ARHS 77 
ARHS 92 
ARHS 94 
ARHS 96 
ARHS 98 Y 
ARTS 2 01 
ARTS 2 02 
ARTS 3 
ARTS 4 
ARTS 5 
ARTS 10 
ARTS 27 
INSTRUCTOR(S) PERIOD P L 
INTRODCTRY COLLOQUIUM Staff 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
INTRODCTRY COLLOQUIUM Staff 
APRI-AM, CRIME 6 LAN Shsfflsld, R. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
INTRO TO AMIR STUDIES Congsr,Staff 
BASEBALL 4 AM CULTURE Lynn,Rutkoff 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
METHOD 4 THEORY 
MOD PEOPLE OP MEXICO 
PSYC ANTHROPOLOGY 
BEGIN MAYA HIEROOYLPH 
POLITICAL ANTHRO 
ANTHRO 4 DEVELOPMENT 
HIST ANTHRO THOUGHT 
PIELDWKI FAMILY FARM 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
HUMAN ORIGINS 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
HUMAN OSTEOLOGY 
INTERPRETING THE PAST 
ARCHAEOLOGY OP N AMIR 
FIELD TECHNIQUES PBOPL4CULT SUBSHR APR CULTURES OP S.E.ASIA 
MAYA, ANCIENT 4 MODRN 
ANTHRO OP RELIGION 
LOGIC4METH OP SOC RES 
fIELDWKl FAMILY FARM 
ANTH OP SPORTS 4 GAME 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
SURVEY ART ANC WORLD 
ART OP CHRISTIAN EURO 
BAROQUE ART 1580-1650 
AMERICAN ART 1900 
MODRN ART II13YMBOLSM 
SEMINAR ANCIENT ART 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
SPECIAL TOPIC 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ART OP CHRISTIAN EURO 
ART OP MOD EUR 4 AMER 
SURVEY OP ARCHITECTUR 
HIGH RENAISSANCE 
POLITICL ARTIGOVKRNMT 
SENI REN 4 BAROQUE PUT 
SEMlTOPICS MODERN ART 
SPECIAL TOPIC 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
DRAWINC/DISIGN 
DRAWING/DESIGN 
3-D DESIGN 
THEMATIC STUDIO 
PHOTOGRAPHY/DESION 
Schortman, E. 
Karduliaa, N. 
Kardulias, N. 
Klpp, R. 
Urban, P. 
Urban, P. 
Klpp, R. 
Urban, P. 
Kardulias, N. 
Klpp, R. 
Schortman, E. 
Sacks, H. 
Staff 
Staff 
Small, K. 
Kardulias, N. 
Klpp, R. 
Suggs, D. 
Small, X. 
Schortman,Urban 
Kardulias, N. 
Schortman,Urban 
Suggs, D. 
Klpp, R. 
Urban,Schortman 
Klpp, R. 
Maclonls, J. 
Sacks, H. 
Kardulias, N. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Dabakls, M. 
Dabakls, M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Dabakls, M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Dabakls, M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
R-APT 
TBA 
B 
W-AFT 
B 
A 1 
A 
Eaallngsr, 
Garhart, M. 
Gundsraon, 
Wlllsns, K. 
Staff 
HUMAN FIGURE SCULPTOR Oundsrson 
B 4 W PHOTOGRAPHY Staff 
D P 
B W-EVE W-APT M-EVB D E P R-EVE P TBA P TBA P 
2 E B 
2 B TBA P 
3 TBA P T-EVE 
D TBA P W-EVE T-EVE R-EVE P M-EVB TBA P TBA P 
3 5 D 6 4 W-EVE T-BVB P 
B TBA P TBA P TBA P 6 3 5 4 E W-EVE M-BVB 
B TBA P TBA P TBA P 
344 748 647 D4E 243 243 445 P 
31 
42 
80 
80 
80 
93 
2 
3 
4 
12 
28 
30 
43 
SO 
81 
81 
81 
94 
81 
6 
8 
9 Y 
9 * 
9 Y 
9 * 
9 Y 
38 
39 
41 
42 
45 
61 
62 
63 
64 
85 
95 * 
97 Y 
4 
7 
10 Y 
10 Y 
10 Y 
10 Y 
10 Y 
28 
29 
33 
34 
52 
55 
66 
67 
86 
96 Y 
98 Y 
I 9 
I 11 Y 
I 13 
I 13 
I 15 Y 
I 17 
I 17 
I 31 Y 
I 33 Y 
I 33 Y 
I 33 Y 
I 35 
I 41 
I 51 
6 94-95 TIME SCHEDULE 
IS WATERCOLOR oarhart, M. DSE 
IS PRINTMAKINOtLITHOORPH Esslingar, C. 667 
01 IS ADVANCED STUDIO Oundarson, B. M-EVE 
02 IS ADVANCED STUDIO Wlllans, K. R-BVE 03 IS ADVANCED STUDIO Staff T-EVE 
18 INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA F 
2S DRAWING/DESIGN Oarhart, M. 768 
28 3-D DESIGN Gund«rson, B. 283 
28 THEMATIC STUDIO Esallngar, C. 465 
2S ART/FOUR LEGS-CRITTER Oundarson, B. 667 
2S PHOTOGRAPHY II Staff <65 
28 DRAWING I THE FIGURE Oarhart, M. D6E 
2S PRINTMAKINO«INTAGLIO Esslingar, C. 263 
2s BEGIN PAINTING Wlllana, K. D6B 
01 2S ADVANCED STUDIO Eaallngar, C. W-EVE 02 2S ADVANCED STUDIO Oarhart, M. T-EVE 03 28 ADVANCED STUDIO Wlllana, K. R-BVE 
2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA P 
IS ASIA IN COMP PERSPCTV Staff T-EVE P 
IS FROM CELL TO ORGANISM Edwards, R. 3 
IS POPLTN 6 ENVRNMNT BIO Halthaus,VanAla 4 
01 IS INTRO TO EXPER BIO Van Alstyna, K. 
02 IS INTRO TO EXPER BIO Halthaue, P. W-AFT 03 IS INTRO TO EXPER BIO Halthaus, P. R-aTT 
04 18 INTRO TO EXPER BIO Mlnorsky, P. R-All 05 18 INTRO TO EXPER BIO Mlnorsky, P. F-AFT 
IS MICROBIOLOGY Sloncrawski, J. D 
IS MICROBIOLOGY LAB Sloncaawaki, J. B 
IS ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY Itagakl, H. 3 
IS EXP ANIMAL PHYSIOLOOY Itagakl, H. W-ArT 
IS PLANT PHYSIOLOOY Mlnoraky, P. 6 
IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR Halthaua, R. B 
IS EXP ANIMAL BEHAVIOR Halthaua, R. *_ArT 
IS MOLECULAR BIOLOGY Marcay, D. » 
IS EXP MOLECULAR BIOLOGY Marcay, D. K-AFT 
IS RESEARCH STRATEGIES Edwards, R. TBA 
IS JUNIOR HONORS Marcay, D. TBA 
IS SENIOR HONORS Van Alstyna, K. TBA 
2S TOPICtFEMALE SEXUALTY Edwards, R. 
2s GENETICS 6 DEVELOPMNT Marcay,Sloncsaw 3 
01 2S INTRO TO EXPER BIO Halthaus, P. T-AFT 
02 2S INTRO TO EXPER BIO Halthaus, P. 
03 2S INTRO TO EXPER BIO Halthaus, P. 
04 28 INTRO TO EXPER BIO Edwards, R. 
05 28 INTRO TO EXPER BIO Marcay, D. 28 ECOLOGY Halthaua, R. 2 2S FIELD ECOLOGY Van Alstyna, K. W-AFT 
28 PLANT BIOLOGY Mlnorsky, P. • 28 EXP PLANT BIOLOOY Mlnorsky, P. * 
28 AQUATIC BIOLOOY Van Alstyna, K. B 
2S GENETIC ANALYSIS Sloncsawskl, J. * 
28 CELL PHYSIOLOOY Itagakl, H. 3 
28 EXP CELL PHYSIOLOGY Itagakl, H. W-ArT 
28 RESEARCH STRATEGIES Mlnorsky, P. TBA 
28 JUNIOR HONORS Edwards, R. TBA 
2s SENIOR HONORS Itagakl, H. TBA 
18 NEUROCHEMISTRY Palmar, 8. » £ 
18 FUMDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY Batt,Johnson 1 
01 IS INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM Thomas, D. *-aft ^ 
02 18 INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM Thomas, D. * p L 
IS MOL STRUC 6 PROPERT Johnson, 0. 4 L 
01 IS EXP INVEST MOL STR I Johnson, 0. 
02 IS EXP INVEST MOL STR I Johnson, 0. , p 
18 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY O'Bannon, P. 2 
01 18 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB O'Bannon, P. p 
02 18 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB Hlnas, J. T-ATT 
03 IS ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB Marusak, R. "" t 
IS PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I Batt, R. • t 
18 INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS Hlnas, J. * v 
18 ADV INORGANIC CHM8TRY Marusak, R. 2 
S3 
71 
71 
75 
93 
97 Y 
12 Y 
14 
14 
16 Y 
18 
18 
32 Y 
34 Y 
34 Y 
34 Y 
36 
56 
58 
62 
72 
72 
76 
94 
96 
98 Y 
11 Y 
15 
17 
21 Y 
23 
71 Y 
12 Y 
16 
17 
22 Y 
24 
72 Y 
11 Y 
13 Y 
21 
93 Y 
12 Y 
14 Y 
94 Y 
16 
20 
71 
12 
14 
21 
28 
5 Y 
7 
8 
9 
IS 
27 Y 
93 
95 
97 
6 Y 
7 
8 
9 
28 Y 
92 
94 
7 94-95 TIMS SCHEDULE 
IS ADV ORGANIC CHEN 
01 IS ADVANCED LAB I 
02 IS ADVANCED LAB X 
18 INTRO TO CHEM RESEAR 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
18 SENIOR HONORS 
2S FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
01 28 INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
02 28 INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
2S MOL STRUC 6 PROPERT 
01 2S EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
02 2S EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
2S ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
01 2S ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
02 2S ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
03 2S ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
28 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II 
2S BIOCHEMISTRY 
2S BIOCHEMISTRY LAB 
28 BIOINORGAMIC CHEM 
01 2S ADVANCED LAB II 
02 2S ADVANCED LAB II 
2S INTRO TO CHEM RXSIARC 
2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
2S JUNIOR HONORS 
2S SENIOR HONORS 
IS BLEM CLASSICAL CHIN 
IS CLAS CHIN LIT IN ENOL 
IS SPC TP I STORY OF STONE 
IS INTERN CLASSICAL CHIN 
IS CLS CHIN LIT CRITSM I 
IS ADV CLASSICAL CHINESE 
28 ELEM CLASSICAL CHIN 
28 CLAS CHIN LIT IN ENGL 
28 SPECL TOPIC!I CHINO 
28 INTERN CLASSICAL CHIN 
28 CLS CHIN LIT CRTSM II 
28 ADV CLASSICAL CHINESE 
O'Bannon, P. 
Batt, R. 
Hlnas, J. 
Maruaak, R. 
Staff 
Staff 
Hinaa, J. 
Hinaa, J. 
Hinaa, J. 
Lutton, J. 
Johnaon, O. 
Johneon, G. 
O'Bannon, P. 
O'Bannon, P. 
Lutton, J. 
Maruaak, R. 
Batt, R. Lutton, J. 
Lutton, J. 
Maruaak, R. 
Batt, R. 
Batt, R. 
Johnaon, G. 
Staff 
Batt, R. 
Staff 
Flnafrock, 
Finefrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
Flnafrock, 
18 INTENS INTRO MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
IS INTERMEDIATE MOD CHIN Bal, J. 
IS ADVANCED MODERN CHIN Bal, J. 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
28 INTENS INTRO MOD CHIN Bal, J. 
28 INTERMEDIATE MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
28 INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
IS INTRO ROMAN CULTURE Bannatt, R. 
IS WOMEN 6 MEN ANTIQUITY Bannatt, R. 
IS SENIOR SEMINAR Bannatt, R. 
28 GRX LIT IN ENGLiDRAMA McCulloh, W. 
28 CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY Bannatt, R. 
2S LTN ELEMNT ENGL LANG Wabar, C, 
28 ROMAN EMPIRE Barlch, M. 
IS INTRODUCTION TO DANCE Patton, M. 
IS DANC TECHNIQt BEG MODR Patton, M. 
IS DANC TECHNIQtINT MODR Graanlaw, S. 
IS BALLET TECHNIQUE Graanlaw, S. 
18 HIST OF THE DANCE Patton, M. 
18 THE CHOREOGRAPHER Patton, M. 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
IS JUNIOR HONORS Staff 
IS SENIOR HONORS Staff 
28 INTRODUCTION TO DANCE Patton, M. 
28 DANC TECHNIQtBEG MODR Patton, M. 
28 DANC TECHNIQtINT MODR Oraanlaw, S. 
28 DANC TECHNIQt BALLET Oraanlaw, S. 
28 THE CHOREOGRAPHER Patton, M. 
28 DANCE NOTATION Patton, M. 
2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
4 
N-AFT 
R-AFT 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
1 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
4 
M-AFT 
T-AFT 
2 
M-AFT 
T-AFT 
W-AFT 
B 
3 
M-AFT 
4 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
M-F\NOON 
7 6 
TBA 
B 
TBA 
M-F\NOON 
7 
6 
TBA 
8 
TBA 
2tA 
6 
3 
TBA 
26A 
6 
TBA 
D 
B 
MW\7-8 
E 
D 
3 
2 
4 
7 
E TR\4130 
I 
P 8 TBA 
TBA 
TBA P 
4 
7 
E XR\4t 30 
8 
TBA r 
8 94-95 TIKI SCHEDULE 
DAKC 96 28 JUNIOR HONORS staff TBA P 
DANC 98 2S SENIOR HONORS staff TBA P 
DRAM 11 * 01 IS INTRO TO THEATER Staff B L 
DRAM 11 * 02 IS INTRO TO THEATER Staff D L 
DRAM 13 IS HISTORY OP THEATER Turgaon, T. 2 L 
DRAM 16 IS HISTORY OP CLOTHINO Brookman, J. 3 
DRAM 22 IS THE ACTOR Turgaon, T. 6 L 
DRAM 31 * IS PLAYWRITINO SDRAM THR MacLaod, W. 6 L 
DRAM 56 IS MODERN THEATRE Marlay, H. 4 
DRAM 93 IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA P 
DRAM 95 IS JUNIOR HONORS Staff TBA P 
DRAM 97 IS SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA P 
DRAM 3 2S VOICE AND DICTION Marlay, H. 3 
DRAM 12 * 01 2S INTRO TO THEATER Staff B 
DRAM 12 * 02 2S INTRO TO THEATER Staff D 
DRAM 21 2S THE DIRECTOR Marlay, H. E DRAM 25 2S LIGHTING DESIGNER Ralnart, A. 4 
DRAM 32 * 2S PLAYWRITINO SDRAM THR MacLaod, W. 6 
DRAM 52 28 ENGL RENAISS THEATRE Turgaon, T. 3 DRAM 94 2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA P DRAM 96 2S JUNIOR HONORS Staff TBA P DRAM 98 23 SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA P 
ETON 11 
ECO* 11 
ICO* 11 
ECO* 11 
ECO* H 
ECO* 21 
ECO* 21 
ECO* 43 
ECO* 44 
ECO* 49 
ECO* 75 
ECON 86 
ECON 88 
ECO* 93 
ECON 95 
*CO* 97 
ECO* U 
ECO* 12 
ECO* 12 
ECO* 12 
*CO* 12 
*00* 23 
ECO* 23 
ICON 36 
*00* 42 
*00* 47 
*CO* 48 
*CO* 75 
*00* 77 
*00* 94 
*CO* 96 
*00* 98 
•NCL 
*NCL 
(NCL 
(NCL 
*NCL 
*NCL 
KNCL 
*NCL 
(NCL 
*NCL 
KNCL 
KNCL 
(NCL 
KNCL 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 IS 
04 IS 
05 IS 
01 IS 
02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2S 
01 2S 
02 28 
03 2S 
04 2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
28 
28 
28 
28 
2S 
2S 
28 
2S 
2S 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 18 
05 IS 
06 IS 
07 IS 
08 IS 
09 IS 
10 IS 
11 18 
12 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
MICROECONOMIC THEORY 
MICROECONOMIC THEORY 
(Optional Microacom 
Brehm, C. 
Trathaway, R. 
Harrington, D. 
Harrington, D. 
Kaalar, J. 
Ganaamar, B. 
Canaatner, B. 
tloa lab 
MONEY SPINANCL MARKTS Brahm, C. 
Krynakl, K. 
Trathaway, R. 
Kaalar, J. 
Krynakl, K. 
Ganaamar, B. 
Staff 
Harrlngtn,Trath 
LABOR ECONOMICS 
INTERN'L ECON 
INTRO ECONOMETRICS 
ECONOMICS OP HEALTH 
ECONOMICS OP JUSTICE 
INDIVIDUAL STUD* 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Harrlngtn.Trath 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS Oanaaiaar, B. 
PRIN OP KACROECONOMIC Brahm, C. 
PRIN OP MACROECONOMIC Trathaway, f 
PRIN OP MACROECONOMIC Krynakl, K. 
PRIN OP MACROECONOMIC Kaalar, J. 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Kaalar, J. 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Kaalar, J. 
(Optional Macroacononlca lab 
ENVIRONMENTAL ECON Harrington, 
ECONOMICS OP SPORTS Brahm, c .  
ECON OP PUBLIC SECTOR Ganaamar, B. 
COMPAR ECON SYSTEMS 
INTRO ECONOMETRICS 
ECON OP REGULATION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
Ganaamar, B. 
Krynakl, K. 
Brahm, C. 
Staff 
Harrlngtn,Trath 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Harrlngrtn,Trath 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE S LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE S LANGUAGE 
INTRO PICTION WRITING 
INTRO POETRY WRITING 
EXPOS 6 CRIT WRITING 
Hayna, V. 
Klaln, W. 
Laycock, D. 
Lobanov-Roatova 
Lants, P. 
Church, P. 
Smith, J. 
Caraon, J. 
Sharp, R* 
Davidaon, A. 
McMullan, K. 
Lynn, D. Lobanov-Roatova 
Maaon, T. 
APT) 
TBA 
EVE 
EVE 
-APT) 
KW\7-8 
BA 
-EVE 
EVE 
8 
10 
11 Y 
12 
13 
14 
14 
16 
17 20 
25 
28 
30 
47 
48 
51 
53 
55 
61 y 
67 
74 
80 
82 
88 
90 
93 
97 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
2 y 
3 
7 
11 
12 y 
12 
14 
16 
18 
21 
24 
27 
28 
30 
31 
42 
54 
57 
57 
60 
62 Y 
68 
70 
75 
90 
90 
94 
98 
61 
12 
11 Y 
13 y 
13 y 
21 
9 94-95 TIMS SCHEDULE 
IS ADV POETRY WORKSHOP Hacker, M. W-AFT 
IS POP LIT 6 CULTURE Caraon, J. 6 
18 IMTRO AMERICAN LIT Smith, J. B 
01 IS INTRO AFRICAN-AM LIT Maaon, T. 6 
IS STDY MEDIEVAL LIT Shutt, T. 5 
01 IS STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE Davidaon, A. 4 
02 18 STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE Hayna, V. 3 
IS STDY 18TH CENT LIT Laycock, D. 4 
IS STDY 19TH CENTURY LIT Lafkovits, L. D 
IS HIST ENGLISH LANG Klain, W. 2 
IS ELIZABETHAN ACE Davidaon, A. 7 
IS AUTOBIO INTO ART Vigdarman, P. D 
IS SHAKESPEARE Hayna, V. D 
IS 18TH CENTURY NOVEL Caraon, J. 4 
IS HEROINES HEBRW SCRIPT Lafkovits, L. E 
IS BRIT ROMANTIC LIT Sharp, R. E 
IS 20TH CEN BRIT LIT Church, P. 6 
IS MODERN SHORT STORY Klain, W. E 
IS AMERICAN LITERATURE Lants, P. 3 
IS AMER NOVEL 1870-1900 Lynn, D. * 
IS WILLIAM FAULKNIR Church, P. 0 
IS LIT REPRESENT OF BODY Smith, J. W-AFT 
IS WILD JUSTICE I REVENGE Lobanov-Roatova M-EVE 
IS P08TCOLONIAL LIT Lynn, D. W-EVE 
07 IS POSTMODERN NARRATIVE McMullan, K. M-AFT 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
IS SENIOR HONORS Lafkovits, L. W-AFT 
01 2S LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Hayna, V. B 
02 2S LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Klain, W. 7 
03 2S LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Laycock, D. 2 
05 2S LITERATURE £ LANGUAGE Lobanov-Roatova B 
06 28 LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Lants, P. 1 
07 2S LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Church, P. 4 
08 2S LITERATURE 6 LANGUAGE Smith, J. D 
09 2S LITERATURE £ LANGUAGE Caraon, J. 2 
10 2S LITERATURE £ LANGUAGE Sharp, R. B 
11 28 LITERATURE £ LANGUAGE Davidaon, A. * 
12 28 LITERATURE £ LANGUAGE McMullan, K. D 
28 INTRO FICTION WRITING Vigdarman, P. D 
28 FICTION-WRITING WORK Lynn, D. B 
2S RACE 19 CENT LIT IMAO Maaon, T. 4 
28 INTRO AMERICAN LIT Smith, J. B 
02 28 AM MODERNIST LITERTUR McMullan, K. B 
28 STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE Lobanov-Roatova 3 
28 18TH CENT BRIT WN WRI Caraon, J. 4 
2S 20TH CENTURY BRIT LIT Lynn, D. * 
28 EPIC £ ROMANCE Klain, W. 2 
2S DIVINE COMEDY Shutt, T. 5 
28 MODERN DRAMA: Hayna, V. D 
28 AUTOBIO INTO ART Vigdarman, P. MW\7-8 
28 SHAKESPEAREAN DRAMA Davidaon, A. 7 
2S RENAISSANCE LITERATR Lobanov-Roatova B 
28 LATE 18TH CEN ENG LIT Laycock, D. « 
28 20TH CEN IRISH LIT McMullan, K. 1 
01 28 19TH CENT BRIT LIT Lafkovits, L. * 
02 2S 19TH CENT BRIT LIT Lafkovits, L. T\E£R\0 
28 LITERARY AESTHETICS Church, P. 4 
2S AMERICAN LITERATURE Lants, P. 3 
01 2S WALKER,MORRISN £NAYLR Maaon, T. 4 
2S CANADIAN LIT fi CULTUR Laycock, D. D 
01 2S JAMES JOYCE Church, P. 0 
28 LIT OP FRIENDSHIP Sharp, R. R-EVE 
06 28 OOTHIC NOVEL Caraon, J. * 
28 INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
2S SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
IS USE6ABUSE MARINE RES Siddall, S. B 
28 INTRO ENVIRONMEN STDY Haithaua,Staff B 
IS INTENSIVE INTRO FRIN Cowlae, M. 2SB 
01 IS ORAL £ WRITTEN FRENCH Walacka, A. 3 
02 IS ORAL £ WRITTEN FRENCH Walla, O. 4 
IS ADV COMPS £ CONVER3TN Walacka, A. 5 
33 
39 
45 
97 * 
12 y 
14 * 
14 y 
28 
34 
43 
46 
92 
98 y 
11 y 
13 y 
21 y 
91 
12 y 
14 y 
22 y 
42 
44 
n y 
21 
71 y 
93 
95 y 
97 y 
12 y 
22 
72 y 
94 
96 y 
98 y 
93 y 
94 y 
3 
8 
10 
16 
19 
21 
23 
30 
30 
72 
75 
79 
82 
84 
91 
93 
95 
97 
99 
99 
99 
4 
9 
14 
20 
22 
24 
31 
31 
59 
70 
70 
' 77 
10 94-95 TIM SCHEDULE 
IS INTRO TO TRENCH LIT Walls, O. 6 
IS FRANCOPHONE LIT Walacka, A. MW\7-8 
IS HEARTtRKASON!18TH CEN Walls, C. 
18 SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
2S INTENSIVE INTRO FREN Cowlaa, N. 2SB 
01 2S ORAL 6 WRITTEN FRENCH Walacka, A. 
02 2S ORAL & WRITTEN FRENCH Walla, O. 4 
2S ASPECT OF FREN CIVILE Walacka, A. 5 
2S INTRO TO FRENCH LIT Staff 6 
2S 17TH CENT FREN LIT Cowlas, H. MW\7-8 
2S 19TH CENT FREN LIT Cowls#, M. D 
2S SPEC TOPiMOD FREN LIT Walla, O. 
2S SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
IS INTENS INTRO GERMAN Moors, E. 26A 
IS READNG,SPEAKNG,WRITNG Hacht, E. 
IS ADV CONVERSATN 6 COMP Hacht, E. 
IS AUSTRIA IN LIT & FILM Hacht, E. * 
2S INTENS INTRO GERMAN Moors, E. 26* 
2S READNG,SPEAKNG,WRITNG Hacht, E. 
28 ADV CONVERSATN 6 COMP Hacht, E. 
2S FOREIGNERS IN GERMANY Hacht, B. 
2S FAIRY TALES Hacht, E. B 
IS ELEMENTARY GREEK McCulloh, W. ISA 
IS INTRM GRBKLPROSESDRAM McCulloh, W. 4 
IS ADV GREKjLITER GENRES McCulloh, W. 8 
IS IS-ANCIENT GREEK McCulloh, W. TBA 
IS JUNIOR HONORS McCulloh, W. TBA 
IS SENIOR HONORS McCulloh, W. TBA 
2S ELEMENTARY CREEK McCulloh, W. ISA 
2S IN TERM GRKT HOMR Bannatt, R. 
2S ADV CREKILITER GENRES McCulloh, W. 8 
2S IS-ANCIENT GREEK McCulloh, W. TBA R 
2S JUNIOR HONORS McCulloh, W. TBA * 
2S SENIOR HONORS McCulloh, W. TBA 
IS ISl ELEMENTARY HEBREW Daan-Otting, M. TBA P 
2S ISi ELEMENTARY HEBREW Daan-Otting, M. TBA 
IS CLAS S IMPERIAL CHINA Dunnall, R-
IS HIST OF INDIA Slngar, W. 
IS MEDIEVAL EUROPE Caddan, J. B 
IS RUSSIAN S SOVT HIST Schoanhala, K. B 
IS AFRO AM HST 1619-1865 Hlnton, R. 
IS U.S. HISTi1492-1865 Scott, W. 
IS WMN SAM EXP 1607-1870 Congar, V. 3 
01 IS 1ST YR SEMsWN MOD JPN Dunnall, R. 
02 IS 1ST YR SMiAUTB SUS HS Wortman, R. r 
07 is BLK WM 6 NARRATIVES Hlnton, R. T-aet 
IS CARIBBEAN BASIN schoanhala, K. T-«va 
01 IS WMN 6 FAMLS MDL AGES Caddan, J. T-ava 
01 IS AM CUL 6SOC11870-1900 Scott, W. T-Arr 
IS UTOPIAN THOUGHTiVIS Evana, M. 
IS VILLAOESPEOPL COLN AM Congar, V. T-EVB 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
IS JR HNRStAM CULT 1950 Rutkoff, P. W"*™ _ 
IS SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Wortmn,Schoanhl TBA 
01 IS RADICL MOVEMNT IN USA Wortman, R. M-Eva 
02 IS CIVIL WARSRECONSTRUC Hlnton, R. 8"*" 
03 IS LOOKINO EAST Slngar, W. W-att 
2S MODERN CHINA Dunnall, R. 
2S HIST OF INDIAtMODERN Slngar, W. 
2S HIST SCIENCE WEST CUL Caddan, J. 
28 AFRO AM HST 1865-1968 Hlnton, R. 
2S HIST OF THE USA Hlnton, R. 
2S WMN 6AM EXP 1870-1980 Congar, V. 3 _ 
01 2s 1ST YR SEMiWM UTOPIA Congar, V. T-ava 
02 28 1ST SMiCIVL DISOBEDNC Slngar, W. w-ava 
2S AM CULT S SOC 1930-70 Rutkoff, P. 
01 2S US CIVILiHIST LITERAT Wortwan, R. 
02 2S US CIVILiHIST LITERAT Wortwan, R. 
05 28 EVOLUTN THOUGHT IN AM Kaanay, E. 
L 
L 
L 
T-AFT I 
81 
87 
88 
92 
94 
96 
98 
99 
71 
73 
31 
71 
93 
97 * 
21 
94 
98 * 
13 * 
13 y 
13 y 
IS 
21 
83 
14 y 
14 y 
14 y 
16 
18 
84 
ll y 
13 y 
12 y 
14 y 
ll y 
13 y 
21 
12 y 
14 y 
ll y 
21 
77 
93 
95 y 
97 y 
12 Y 
22 
94 
96 y 
98 y 
10 
93 
23 
83 
94 
5 
6 
6 
11 
11 
12 
12 
18 
21 
28 
35 
11 94-95 TIKI 8CHEDULI 
MODERN GERMANY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS SEM 
SENIOR RESEARCH SEM 
ART OF MEMORY 
THE HOLOCAUST 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
EXPAN INT'L SOCIETY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ART 6 AUTHORITY I 
POLITICS t TRAGEDY 
UTOPIAN THOUGHT 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ART 6 AUTHORITY II 
BIO SCIENCEtTECHNOLGY 
MODERN fi POST MODERN 
LANOUACE S CULTURE 
INTENSIVE INTRO ITI 
LANGUAGE 6 CULTURE 
INTEN8 INTRO MOD J! 
INTERMEDIATE NOD J# 
ADVANCED JAPANESE 
ELEMENTARY LATIN 
INTERNED LATMsPROSE 
VIRGIL 6 HIS ANTECEDK 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEMENTARY LATIN 
INTl VIRGIL'S ABNEID 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO LEGAL STUDIES 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
MEDIA S THE LAW 
SENIOR SEM LEGAL STDS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
CALCULUS A 
CALCULUS A 
CALCULUS B 
CALCULUS 8 
INTRO TO COMPUTER I 
CALCULUS C 
DATA STRUTR fcPRG D! 
ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I 
Schoenhala, K. W-EVE L 
Wortman, R. M-AFT L 
Schoenhala, K. T-EVE L 
Dunn*11,Schubel W-EVE P 
Staff TBA P 
Cadden, J. T-EVE P 
Singer,Conger P 
Staff P 
Hyde, L. D L 
Hyde, L. M-EVE L 
Rhod,Dean-Ot,St D L 
VanHolde, S. W-EVE P 
Staff TBA P 
Staff TBA P 
Kleaner, J. 3 
Staff TBA P 
Staff P 
Brlnt,Evna,Shut 66W-EVE P 
Brint,Evna,Shut 6SW-EVE P 
Brint,Evna,Shut 6SW-AFT P 
Heiser, D. tsr-eve L 
Brint, M. 4 L 
Evana, N. M-AFT P 
Brint,Evna,Shut 6SW-EVE P 
Brint,Evna,Shut 6SW-EVE P 
Brint,Evna,Shut 6SW-AFT P 
Heitar, D. tsr-bve L 
Marcey,Shutt B L 
Brint, M. M-AFT P 
Richarda, L. 2SA L 
Richarda, L. 4 
Richarda, L. 2£A L 
Richarda, L. 4 
Tomita, H. 2&B L 
Tomita, H. 3 L 
Toaita, H. 7 
Tomita, H. 2SB L 
Tomita, H. 3 L 
Weber, C. 4 
Weber, C. 5 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. 4 
Weber, C. 5 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. TBA 
Weber, C. TBA 
Sheffield, R. B 
Staff TBA v Sheffield, R. B 
Sheffield, R. R-AFT 
Staff TBA 
Schumacher, C. 5 
Hartlaub, B. 2 
Slack, S. 6 
Schumacher, C. 3 
Schumacher, C. A 
Mackenxie, D. 1 
Mackenzie, D. 5 
Feaq, R. 4 
Slack, 8. D 
Feaq, R. 2 
Mackenzie, D. B 
36 
39 
41 
64 
93 
95 
97 
6 
7 
12 
12 
18 
21 
22 
24 
26 
30 
33 
38 
46 
94 
96 
98 
21 
1 I 
3 
11 t 
13 
15 
18 
18 
21 Y 
32 
38 
39 
40 
41 
41 
41 
41 
42 
43 
43 
43 
43 
44 
45 
45 
45 
46 
47 
47 
47 
48 
49 
49 
49 
50-59 
60-69 
71 
73 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
93 
97 Y 
A Y 
4 
12 94-95 TIKI SCHEDULE 
PROBABILITY 
COMPTER ORGANZATNtPRO 
REAL ANALYSIS 
LNEAR ALCEBR II 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SBNIOR HONORS 
ELEMENTS OP STATISTIC 
INT TO NUMBER THEORY 
CALCULUS B 
CALCULUS B 
INTRO TO COMPUTER SCI 
CALCULUS C 
POUNDATNS OP ANALYSIS 
LINEAR ALGEBRA I 
DATA ANALYSIS 
OEOMXTRY 
DIPPERENTIAL EQUATNS 
PRIN PROGRAMING LANG 
MATHEMATCL STATISTICS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
Hartlaub, B. 
Peeq, R. 
Slack, S. 
Schumacher, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Slack, S. 
Mackenzie, D. 
Paaq, R. 
Schumacher, C. 
Peeq, R. 
Mackenzie, D. 
Schumacher, C. 
Schumacher, C. 
Hartlaub, B. 
Mackenzie, D. 
Slack, S. 
Peeq, R. 
Hartlaub, B. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
INTRO TO MUSIC Banducci, A. 
BASIC MUSICIANSHIP I Locke, B. 
MUSIC THEORY Rubenetein, M. 
MUS HISTiMID AGECrRXN Ongley, L. 
MUSIC HISTi 19TH CENT Banducci, A. 
HISTORY OP ROCK 6ROLL Ongley, L. 
HISTORY OP ROCK 6ROLL Ongley, L. 
MUS LIT 6 STRUCTURE Rubenetein, M. 
INSTRUMENTATN tARRANG Rubenetein, M. 
MUSC THSATR tOPER WRK Gutierrez, R. 
VOICE CLASS Baker, M. 
LEVEL 11HARPSICH/ORGN Brehm, L. 
LEVEL I PIANO Pelfrey, P. 
LEVEL 1 PIANO Reita, J. 
LEVEL I PIANO Small, J. 
LEVEL I PIANO Staff 
LEVEL I HARP Mooney, J. 
LEVEL I VOICE Baker, M. 
LEVEL I VOICE Outlerrez, R. 
LEVEL I VOICE Locke, B. 
LEVEL I VOICE Whitehead, J. 
LEVEL I RECORDER Bailey, J. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Allen, L. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Bailey, J. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Ellsworth, J. 
LEVEL I PERCUSSION Paton, E. 
LEVEL I BRASS Aho, E. 
LEVEL I BRASS Oaber, B. 
LEVEL I BRASS Ridenbaugh, L. 
LEVEL I CUITAR May, J. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Baldwin, P. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Laweon, C. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Tanner, M. 
Same aa 40-49 except LEVEL II 
Same aa 40-49 except LEVEL III 
KENYON OOMMUNIT CHOIR Locke, B. 
KC CHAMBER SINGERS Locke, B. 
PLUTE CHOIR Allen, L. 
WOODWIND CHMB ENSEMBL Ellsworth, J. 
STRING CHMB ENSEMBLES Baldwin, P. 
GUITAR ENSEMBLE May, J. 
BRASS ENSEMBLE Staff 
INSTRMNTL JAZZ ENSEMB Gaber, B. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
SENIOR HONORS Staff 
INTRO TO MUSIC Banducci, A. 
BASIC MUSICIANSHIP II Locke, B. 
7 
D 
3 
E 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
6 
B 
3 
A 
7 
5 
2 
4 
2 
M\66R-EV 
1 
D 
7 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
IMAGING NKNiPRSNtGERM Cowlee,Moore T-KVE 
3 
2 
D 
D 
MW\7-8 
2 
4 
B 
M-APT 
E 
WP\6 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
W-EVE 
M-P\NOON 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
MW\6 
MW\8 
TBA 
TBA 
3 
2 
13 94-95 TIHX SCHEDULE 
MUSC 5 
MUSC 9 
MUSC 12 Y 
MUSC 14 
MUSC 16 
MUSC 22 Y 
MUSC 3B 
MUSC 40-71 
MUSC 74 
MUSC 75-•80 
MUSC 8S 
MUSC 92 
MUSC 94 
MUSC 96 
MUSC 98 Y 
NEUR 71 
NEUR 12 
PHIL 10 01 
PHIL 10 02 PHIL 10 03 
PHIL 13 
PHIL 14 
PHIL 23 
PHIL 24 
PHIL 31 
PHIL 41 
PHIL 45 
PHIL 55 
PHIL 73 
PHIL 75 
PHIL 93 
PHIL 97 
PHIL 10 01 PHIL 10 02 PHIL 13 
PHIL 14 
PHIL 32 
PHIL 33 
PHIL 44 
PHIL 48 
PHIL 53 
PHIL 72 
PHIL 94 
PHIL 96 
PHIL 98 
FIRST SEMESTE 
PHSD 13 10 IS PHSD 22 10 IS PHSD 24 10 IS PHSD 32 10 IS PHSD 33 10 IS PHSD 36 10 IS PHSD 37 10 IS PHSD 91 10 IS FIRST SEMESTER, 
PHSD 22 20 IS PHSD 23 20 IS PHSD 24 20 IS PHSD 33 20 IS PHSD 39 20 IS PHSD 91 20 IS SECOND SEMESTER PHSD 14 30 28 PHSD 22 30 28 PHSD 32 30 2S PHSD 92 30 28 SECOND SEMESTER PHSD 24 40 28 PHSD 33 40 2S PHSD 36 40 2S 
WOMEN IN MUSIC Banducci, A. 5 
HAYDN £ MOZART Onglay, L. 4 
MUSIC THEORY Rubanataln, M. D 
MUS HISTsBAROQUE£CLAS Onglay, L. D 
MUSIC HISTORY I 20C Banducci, A, MW\7-8 
MUS LIT £ STRUCTURE Rubanataln, M. B 
MUSC THEATR £OPER WRX Gutiarrac, R. E 
aama aa flrat aamaatar TBA 
EC CHAMBER SINGERS Locka, B. M-F\NOON 
aama aa flrat aamaatar TBA 
JAZZ THEORY £ IMPROVZ Oabar, B. MW\4 
REQUIEM MASS Onglay, L. 2 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
JUNIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
CURRENT RESEARCH TOPC Wllllama, Staff TBA 
INTRO TO NEUROSCIENCE Wi 1 ltna,Lutn, Itg B 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 
PRAC ISSUES IN ETHICS 
SYMBOLIC LOGIC 
PHIL OF NATURAL SCIEN 
HIST OF ANCIENT PHIL 
EXISTENTIALISM 
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHY OF ART 
SEM ON METAPHYSICS 
SEMINARi WITTGENSTEIN 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 
PRAC ISSUES IN ETHICS 
HIST OP MODERN PHIL 
19TH C PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHY OF RELION 
PHENOMENOLOGY 
POST-MODRN PERSPECTIV 
SEM THEORY KNOWLEDGE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
FIRST SESSION, 8/30 -
LIFEGUARD TRAINING 
RACQUETBALL 
TENNIS 
•EG WEIGHT TRAINING 
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS 
OOLF 
ARCHERY 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
SECOND SESSION, 10/24 
RACQUETBALL 
SQUASH 
TENNIS 
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS 
I"TERMED WT TRAINING 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
THIRD SESSION, 1/24 • 
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCT 
RACQUETBALL 
BEG WEIGHT TRAININO 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
I FOURTH SESSION, 3/20 TENNIS 
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS OOLF 
DaPaacuala, J. 
Staff 
Paaaln 
Paaaln 
Staff 
Rlchalmar, J. 
Rlchalmar, J. 
Rlchalmar, J. 
DaPaacuala, J. 
Staff 
DaPaacuala, J. 
Paaaln 
McLaran, R. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Rlchalmar, J. 
Paaaln 
Staff 
Paaaln 
Staff 
Paaaln 
DaPaacuala, J. 
DaPaacuala, J. 
Rlchalmar, J. 
Staff 
McLaran, R. 
Staff 
10/14 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
- 12/9 
Staff 
Staff 
staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
3/3 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
- 4/2B 
staff 
Staff 
Staff 
B 
2 
3 
D 
4 
3 
8 
6 
E 
B 
MW\6-7 
W-EVE 
M-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
2 
B 
D 
7 
6 
4 
2 
M-EVE 
E 
T-EVE 
TBA 
W-EVE 
TBA 
B 
E 
D 
4 
MWF\4i40 
D 
B 
TBA 
E 
D 
B MWF\4140 
4 
TBA 
B 
D 
4 
TBA 
MWF\4i40 L 
m *• 
39 
92 
3 
is Y 
23 
32 
41 
45 
93 97 Y 
6 
16 T 
24 31 
35 
42 
94 98 T 
l r 
1 r 1 Y 1 Y 1 Y 1 Y 
21 
21 
22 
27 
31 
31 
38 
41 
43 49 
SO 
51 
51 
78 
88 
93 
97 
2 Y 
2 Y 
2 Y 
2 Y 
2 Y 
2 Y 
20 
22 
26 
29 
32 
32 
39 
42 
49 
55 
56 
60 
71 
14 94-95 TINS SCHEDULE 
40 2S INTERMED WT TRAINING Staff 4 L 
40 28 PERSONAL FITNESS Staff TBA 
IS FUND OF MOD ELECTRONC Greenelade, T. DM L 
IS INTRO TO PHYSICS Turner, P. 3 
LAB 1 M-AFT 
LAB 2 T-AFT 
LAB 3 W-AFT 
LAB 4 R-AFT 
IS FIELDS & SPACETIME Schumacher, B. 3 
LAB 1 T-AFT 
LAB 2 M-AFT 
IS ELECTROMAGNETIC THRY Oraanalada, T. 4 
IS QUANTUM MECHANICS Roberta, C. 2 
IS EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS Sullivan, T. DM 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
IS SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA P 
2S PLANETARY ASTRONOMY Schumacher, B. B L 
LAB EVE TBA 
28 INTRO TO PHYSICS Sullivan, T. 3 
LAB 1 M-AFT 
LAB 2 T-AFT 
LAB 3 W-AFT 
LAB 4 R-AFT 
OSCILLATIONS 6 WAVES Turnar, P. 3 
ELECTRONICS Oraanalada, T. DM 
THEORETICAL MECHANICS Sullivan, T. B 
ATOMIC 6 NUCLEAR PHYS Roberta, C. 2 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA 
SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA P 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Baumann, F. A 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Staff ® 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Clor, H. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Emmert, K. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Taxman, M. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Taxman, M. 6 
LIBERAL DEMOC IN AMER Elliott, J. 
LIBERAL DEMOC IN AMER Elliott, J. 3 
AM PUBL POL:SCH REFRM Emmert, K. MW\7-B 
NEWS MEDIA 6 AMER POL Elliott, J. 
POL PHILiQUBST JUSTCE Clor, H. 4 
POL PHILiQUEST JUSTCE Clor, H. 
AM POLITICAL THOUGHT Emmert, K. 
MODERN DEMOCRACIES Camerra-Rowe,P. D 
NATLSM tSTATE-BUILDNG VanHolda, S. CONT WEST EURO POLITC Camerra-Rowe,P. B DICTATORSDEMO IN S AM Klaener, J. 
INTERN'L RELATIONS Kleener, J. j» 
INTERN'L RELATIONS meaner, J. 7 
TOCQUBVILLE DEMOCRATC Taxman, M. M-EVB 
THUCYDIDESiWARtPHILOS Baumann, F. W-EVE r 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
SENIOR HONORS Staff 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Baumann, F. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Baumann, F. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Clor, H. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Emmert, K. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Taxman, M. 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE Taxman, M. 
PUBLIC POLICY Elliott, J. 
POLITICS OF ENVIRONMT VanHolda, S. 3 
AMERICAN PRESIDENCY Emnert, K. * 
AM CONSTITUTIONAL LAW Clor, H. 
POLIT PHILiMOD VS ANC Janaan, P. 
POLIT PHILJ MOD VS ANC Janaan, P. 
MOD AM POLIT THOUGHT Emmert, K. 
STATEMCON: INTRO ECON Klaanar, J .  
CONTMP E EURO POLITIC VanHolda, S. D 
MAKNO AM FOREIGN POL Elliott, J. » 
INTNTL POL ECON Camarra-Rowa,P. B 
RELATIONS OF NATIONS Baumann, F. 2 
POLITICS 6 JOURNALISM Elliott, J. M-*v« 
TBA P 
TBA P 
15 94-95 TIMI SCHEDULE 
PSCI 73 2S PORNO, SEX 6 CENSOR 
PSCI 89 2S PLATO'S REPUBLIC 
PSCI 92 01 2 S WHAT IS ENLIGHTENMNT 
PSCI 92 02 2S POLITICS OP PEASANTRY 
PSCI 94 Sfl INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
PSCI 9 8 2 S SENIOR HONORS 
PSYC 11 01 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 02 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 03 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 04 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 05 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 06 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 07 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 11 08 IS INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 21 Y 01 IS RESEARCH METHODS 
PSYC 21 Y 02 IS RESEARCH METHODS 
PSYC 21 Y 03 IS RESEARCH METHODS 
PSYC 35 IS DEVELOPMENTAL PSYC 
PSYC 37 IS ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 41 IS LEARN INC 6 MOTIVATION 
PSYC 46 IS COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 50 IS SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 65 IS PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
PSYC 67 IS PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYC PSYC 74 IS PSYCHOLOGY OP WOKEN 
PSYC 91 IS SOC IALGEMOTIONL DEVE 
PSYC 93 is INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
PSYC 97 Y IS SENIOR HONORS 
PSYC 12 01 2S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 12 02 2 S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYC 12 03 2S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 12 04 2 S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 12 05 2 S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 12 06 2 S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 12 07 21. INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 12 08 2 S INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY PSYC 22 Y 01 28 RESEARCH METHODS PSYC 22 Y 02 2 S RESEARCH METHODS PSYC 22 Y 03 2 S RESEARCH METHODS 
E. 
E. 
R. 
R. 
PSYC 36 
PSYC 38 
PSYC 43 
PSYC 45 
PSYC 48 
PSYC 63 
PSYC 68 
PSYC 76 
PSYC 94 
PSYC 96 
PSYC 98 
RILN 11 
RELN 11 
RILN 11 
RELN 21 
RELN 25 
RELN 27 
RELN 31 
RELN 32 
RELN 33 
RELN 52 
RILN 71 
RILN 84 
RELN 91 
RELN 11 
RELN 11 
RELN 24 
RELN 35 
RELN 37 RELN 50 
RELN 66 
RELN 78 
2S ADULT DEVELOPMENT 
2S CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
2S PERCEPTION 
2S PSYC OP LANGUAGE 
28 THEOR OP PERSONALITY 
2S PSYC OP ABNORM BEHAVR Lavina-Laccaaa 
2S NEUROPSYCHOLOGY Laccaaa, A. 
2S PSY OP RACE (ETHNICTY HcDonaugh, R. 
Clor, H. 
Taxman, M. 
Janaan, P. 
VanHolda, f 
Staff 
Staff 
Raag, T. 
Lavina, M. 
Stoltsfua, 
Stoltafua, 
Staff 
Staff 
HcDonaugh, 
HcDonaugh, 
Murnan, S. 
Human, S. Williams, J. 
Raag, T. 
Lavina, H. 
Williams, J. 
Stoltzfua, E. 
HcDonaugh, R. 
Laccaaa, A. 
Laccaaa, A. Human, S. 
Raag, T. 
Staff 
Staff 
Raag, T. 
Raag, T. 
Stoltsfua, E. 
Stoltsfua, E. 
Staff 
Staff 
HcDonaugh, 
HcDonaugh, 
Human, S. 
Human, S. 
Williams, 
Raag, T. 
Lavina, H. 
Naimiac, A. Stoltsfua, E. 
Lavina, H. 
R. 
R. 
J. 
2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
2S JUNIOR HONORS 
2S SENIOR HONORS 
01 IS INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
02 IS INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
03 IS INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
IS CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS 
IS JUDAIC TRADITION 
IS JEWS IN LITERATURE 
IS PAITH OP CHRISTIANS 
IS SOUTH ASIAN RELIGIONS 
IS CLASSICAL ISLAM 
IS ETHICS 6 SOC JUSTICE 
IS SENIOR SEMINAR 
IS READINGS OP JOB 
IS ASIAN RELCN EAST6WEST 
01 2S INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
02 2S INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
2S REFORMATION 
28 RELIGION IN AMERICA 
2S APPROCH TO STDY RELN 
2S WOMEN 6 JUDAISM 
28 SOULS ON PIREiJEW MYS 
2S BUDDHIST THOUCHT6PRAC 
staff 
Human, S. 
Staff 
Rhodaa, R. 
Daan-Otting 
Rogan, D. 
Rogan, D. 
Daan-Otting, M. 
Daan-Otting, H. 
Rhodaa, R. 
Hovall-McMillan 
Schubal, V. 
Rhodaa, R. 
Schubal, V. 
Rogan, D. 
Hovall-McMillan 
Rhodaa, R. 
Schubal, V. 
Rhodaa, R. 
Rogan, D. 
Schubal, V. 
Daan-Otting 
Daan-Otting 
R-EVE L 
W-EVE L 
T-EVE L 
T-EVE L 
TBA P 
TBA P 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A 
B 
D 
2 
3 
3 
1 
5 
6 -
D 
E 
2 
A MW\6-7 
T-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A 
B 
D 
2 
3 
3 " 
5 
4 
2 
D 
B 
W-APT 
1 
E 
TBA MW\6-7 
TBA 
2 
D 
6 
Hovall-McMillan 
3 
D 
4 B MW\7-e 
6 W-EVE T-EVB 
E 
2 
D 
4 
6 B MW\7-8 
3 
E 
16 94-95 TIMS SCHEDULE 
KILN 83 2S EXILE AMD PILGRIMAGE Rogan, D. 
R1LN 92 01 28 ISLAM IM CHINA fcASIA Schubel.Dunnel 
RILN 92 02 28 WOMEN 6 CHRSTN TRADTN Suydam, M. 
RUSS 11 Y 18 INTBMSV INTRO RUSSIAN Staff 
RUSS 13 Y IS INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN Staff 
RUSS 21 IS ADVANCED RUSSIAN Staff 
RUSS 12 Y 2S INTENSV INTRO RUSSIAN Staff 
RUSS 14 Y 28 INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN Staff 
SANS 93 Y IS IS-SANSKRIT McCulloh, W. 
SANS 94 Y 28 IS-SANSKRIT McCulloh, W. 
SOCY 10 IS HUMAN SOCIETY MarcuB, J. 
SOCT 11 IS IDENT IN AM SOCIETY Sacks, H. 
SOCY 12 IS MOD SOCIAL THOUGHT McCarthy, C. 
SOCY 54 IS RACE,ETHNIC 6 AM LAW Sheffield, R. 
SOCY 61 IS CLASSICAL SOC THEORY McCarthy, O. 
SOCY 67 Y IS FIELDWKt FAMILY FARM Sacks, H. 
SOCY 91 01 IS SOCIOLOOY OF GENDER Marcus, J. 
SOCY 91 02 IS POLITICS 6 SOCIETY Marcus, J. 
SOCY 93 IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
SOCY 97 IS SENIOR HONORS Staff 
SOCY 10 2S HUMAN SOCIETY Macionls, J. 
SOCY 12 2S MOD SOCIAL THOUGHT McCarthy, O. 
SOCY 22 2S DEVIANCE Marcus, J. 
SOCY 34 2S SCIENCE 6 SOCIETY McCarthy, O. 
SOCY 57 2s LAW 6 AMERICAN FAMILY Sheffield, R. 
SOCY 62 28 CONTEMP SOCIAL THEORY Sacks, H. 
SOC* 63 2S LOOIC&MBTH OF SOC RES Maclonis, J. 
SOCT 68 Y 2S PIELDWKt FAMILY FARM Sacks, H. 
SOCY 92 01 2S SOCIOLCY OF LITERATUR Marcus, J. 
SOCT 92 02 28 SOC CHNG IN E EUROPE Marcus, J. 
SOC* '4 28 INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
S°C* 98 JS SENIOR HONORS Staff 
SPAN U Y IS INTENSV INTRO SPANISH Piano, C. "A -
SPAN 13 Y 01 IS CONVKRSATN tCOMPOSITN Metliar, L. j L SPAN 13 Y 02 IS CONVKRSATN SCOMPOSITN Ronan-Odio, C. 4 L SPAN 21 is ADV CRAMR, CONV, COMP Roetan-Odio, C. o L 
SPAN 31 Y IS INTRO TO HISPANIC LIT Metsler, L. • 
SPAN 38 is INTRO SPAN AM FICTION Roman-Odio, C. 
SPAN 51 Y is 20TH CENT SPAN AM FIC Piano, C. * p 
SPAN 93 IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff p 
SPAN 97 Y is SENIOR HONORS Staff * L 
SPAN 12 Y 28 INTENSV INTRO SPANISH Piano, C. ' L SPAN 14 Y 01 2S CONVKRSATN iCOMPOSITN Metsler, L. L SPAN 14 y 02 2S CONVKRSATN t COMPOS I TN Roman-Odio, c* L 
SPAN 32 Y 28 INTRO TO HISPANIC LIT Metaler, L. • 
SPAN 44 28 CONT SPAN AM STORIES Roman-Odio, C. o 
SPAN 47 28 19TH CENT SPAN NOVEL Metaler, L. 
SPAN 52 Y 2s 20TH CENT SPAN AM FIC Piano, C. « 
I* 28 SPANISH AMERICAN POET Roman-Odio, C. p 
28 "DIVIDUAL STUDY Staff p SPAN 98 Y 2S SENIOR HONORS Staff 
J??8 IS INT WOMENS tGNDR STDS Finke, L. ® L 
IS FEMINIST METHODOLOGY Finke, L. uu\7-8 L 
IS GENDER,LANG 6 POWER Finke, L. ^ p 
IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff L 
28 Ilrr WOMENS tGNDR STDS Finke, «H\7-8 
WM^c !i 28 LESBIAN 6 GAY CULTURE Bennett, R. j, 
2S TOPIC IN WMNStSISTERS Lefkovita, L* p 
28 SENIOR SEMINAR Finke, L. p 
94 28 INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
T-EVE L 
W-KVB P 
TBA L 
ISA L 
2 TBA 
LBA L 
2 
TBA P 
TBA P 
B L 
2 L 
3 L T-AFT P M-EVE L 
R-EVE P 
D L W-EVE P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
B L 
3 L K L 6 L T-AFT P 
B L T-EVK L 
R-EVE P 
D L W-EVE P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
2£A L 
17 
SUPPLKHAHT TO ACADEMIC REGULATION8 
•ppropriata"form from'the AcadM?h ?han'a th*if faculty advisor may obtain tha 
involvas d.clarino a m2i2r 22 ^  2 Advi*in« Office in tha SAC. However, if tha chang. 
Advisor form; lnstaad obtain ®ha"9* °f »«Jor, than do NOT complata a Changs of 
' lnataad' obtain • Daolaration of Major form from tha Ragl.tr.r-. Offica. 
conauitad^ndThat*thaTatudant*>h°V*ii 9#n#rally "••na that tha adviaor has baan 
oftan given by f.cultv K'j?' di"cu..ad tha mattar with him or har. "Approval- i. 
but who sign a form to indlc-«-2 kkT6?!!"**11* aPProv" in tha •triotast aansa of tha sort gn a rorm to indlcata that tha atudant haa conaultad tha adviaor. Saa fOKGWT 
hava cornplatad'aeYaUfull-t?mrtandin® baaad P*i"Nrlly on tha numbar of aamaatar* yo« 
units bahind "no^ 2r„222?V2 #r9radu't#- H°"*v.r, thoaa who fall mora than tao 
Studanta who ara proj£ct2d to c^Ui1"1' CJ"" atandln9 adjusted back ona yaar. 
cl.a.ifiad with tha cl... of iB Dacambar of any yMr 
Coom*nc«n*nt ONLY ATTIR THIY HAVI C0MPL1TID AU 
appaaranca that a Darmn k.f College wara to maka a public display that glvaa tha 
conatruad a.  in fact thay hava not, it could bs 
Collaga. Studanta who rn-"i f#'r,Mnt,t'on and c®uld undartnina tha cradibllity of tha 
aligibla to return Tnd r**»l~"ta ov.r tha aummar, or .van latar, ara «l««T« 
compl.tion. Participate in tha c ommancamant FOLLOWING thalr actual 
declara a concantrattonhnn?Ur,».WOrk *** begun prior to daclaration, studanta cm 
studanta obtain and fila 2 a aftar th-7 h«ve daclarad a major. To alact a eoncantratlof 
faculty algnaturaa ^ha Registrar's Offica aftar aacuring tha nacaaaary 
January of thair senior yaar ° W to #1#ct • concantratlon muat do so bafora 
yon Collaga'acadamic rl^?!!*?011"9* COURS* OP STUDY is tha prima rafaranca for all aw­
are only maant to - 2?-- ^ ?n" and Procedures. Itama found in thia Enrollmant 
familiar with information ?n /W™rBatlon in OOORSI OF STUDY. Studanta ara praaumad to rormation in COURS1 OF STUDY and sr. hald accountabl. for it. 
parlod, atudant s^are^xpect ad to'nik™* aavan c1"" days of aach aamaatar. Durln9^i|,j 
during this pariod do not .22-- "»ka any changes in thalr anrollmant. Couraaa dropp* 
*FT*R tha Drop/Add Pariod atUdlnt" 5 •tudant'a grade report or permanent record. ^ 
•uch caaaa the couraa does a222? not "droP" • course, thay -withdraw" '5°" 
•algnatlon -WP- (Withdraw p2H"g°? flr'd* raP°rta and on tha permanent record with t. 
m*OLLXK*Tl Tn 
Wish to be a atudant in I oiv^i0*'* An tha R*91"trar*a Offica on proper forma that yo» 
®« to 2.5 untt, „d A proP-r ee—ater anrollmant include, a to»«l 
Only tha atudant may enroll *5 unita ln at lllat two different department!. 
r f011 °r cb«nga enrollments and should do ao in parson. 
flnanclal-Iid'fo™*ti220?f-f°r9?ry of •"* Collage document (e.g., application 
or STUDY undar CONDUCT and HONESTY™' violates Collaga rulee, aa outlined in tha ?^te 
normal judicial Procadu22s. ^2!?*, 8u"Pectad violation. of this policy ara subject" 
IW Hill i sn also, Transcripts, last paragraph.) 
Collmge you •u«ty22mpi2t.*2ou2C22Pi*^* carrying over from a previous aamaatar at 
granting dean. Tha dean who or22»!L that couraa by tha data specified by the 
you; only the Academic Dean m22 22^ 2°Ur Inco"»Plete can not extend tha deadline f°' 
»ot aati.fied b, tha datl 2o?2i#?22*nd daadlln*« for Incomplete.. Incomplete.!** 
i n d e p e m d e m t  a P e « l ' l e d  a r a  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  c o n v e r t e d  t o  a  g r a d e  o f  ' f  »  
the instructor and th2 d222rtmi22 22 ?ndaP*ndent Study, students need algnaturaa of ^  
to provide tha Registrar iTv' addition to thalr adviaor. Also, pi** 
2L}"ar *han tha tanth Sk Sf thU th * 'hort' aP*c"ie title as soon aa practical 
Registration Form availabU i2 us. tha Individual Study 
ln tha "oflletrar'a Office. 
*WOIi Firit-ytir -a a ^a 
Are encouraged to dacla^! * m*Jor couraa of study if thay wlah- *°^2ra • 
2hl2L T "°y- 1 <Mar- 10 for^l2 i" "prln« Samaetar. Juniors ara required to dac'^ ^  
ga ln major ahould obtain a Mrf-nT' ' 8tudante declaring a major, • 2 .B2/fica. __T . aln • D»d*RATiON of MAJOR form in the R^latrar'S offie*-WIC LXSSONft All m 
O'flc. in tha manUi"^,,^"*"011 ,or aPPH*<l -«elc couraa. in the 
ana by the same deadline data, as for any other coureo-
Off CMPVf RUDY. Students about to leave Kenyon to participate In an OCS Pr^ 9r*"' 
teclara • major before they leave Gambler. See aleo "Year Coureee" and • u 
returning from OCS ahould have a transcript of their record sent to the Kenyon 
Ibglitrar. They also need to have a conference with the OCS Director before the 
Jtmovw. FORM can be forwarded to the Kenyon Registrar and the OCS credits transferrer 
FUl/D/FAILi Grades are recorded for students who have enrolled in a course on a p/D/F 
bull In the following manner! for a grade of C- or above a P (pass). This gra 
«ot if fact the student's CPA. Any grade lower than a C- is recorded as a letter gra 
•id li calculated into the student's OPA. Students must obtain instructor approval 
bafors they can be enrolled on a P/D/F basis. Faculty are under no °bi19«tion to grant 
ueh psniision. If this option is approved, the student's ENROLLMENT PRINT-OUT WILL 
UOICATI PASS/FAIL for such courses. Look for the words -Pass/Fall* on your schedule o 
roeord; if thesa words do not appear just under the course item line, then you 
mrollsd on a Pass/D/Fail basis. Students who have declared a major course y 
not Hsct to take a course on a P/D/F basis in their major department. Students are 
•pacifically required to maintain a consistent grading option over both halve coaraa. 
ACADEMIC RECORD> The Registrar maintains forever an academic r*c°J;d c**d '?r 
•ach itudsnt. This record shows the student's name, Kenyon l.D. No., eecon y ' 
««a of entry, date of birth, major, date degree granted, date senior _nd 
toileted, courses taken (numbers, titles, units, grades, quality points) and y y 
total units and grade point average*. (See TRANSCRIPTe) 
WwlMioti Studants may enroll in some courses only with the perm.lesion th iMtructor. m such cases, the Instructor will write his/her name or initials in tn 
^••Ignited column of the SELECTION OF COURSES form, or in some cases will ""PP Y . 
limtHL" * ••P*rate signed note. Also, students must have the permission 
to enroll in a course on a Pass/Fail basis or to Audit a course. Jn^ ructor 
under no obligation to give permission. All Special Students are enrolled in 
on a 'permission- basis. 
'•rnt 10 REOISTER This form, when received in the Registrar's Off.ice, offlci«Uy 
^• current Kenyon student. It is to be submitted within the first week of each 
UuTVSlll yOU ,tt#nd K*nyon. If you cannot enroll (add or drop courses) until ^ 
WmiLiM? ? YOUR P*RXIT TO REOISTER ON TIME anyway. RBGIST," #^i" needs ILIHO in classes are two separate requirements that serve two different 
B00C*TI0« COURSES. There are several special policies governing 
PHSD offered only on PASS/D/FAIL grading basis, bu* 'd° 
Sd foiMt liBU 2 ""its P/D/F allows to be counted toward the 16^unlts 
unite on* studente may apply a maximum of .5 units of PH 
f0r 9r,du*tion. Students may enroll in only on. M 
iMdlin!! ?!!: Mch PHSD session is about half as long as *«ny°n „!Tbe repeated ^credit! w' *tc. sr. reduced by half. PHSD courses may not be rape 
1 tscslDt o?*Ch you transact business in the Registrar's Office Y°u.]| l^c^ pi#ted ot . J** '°~ "»*. Usually it will be a carbon copy of a form you h.ve comply 
^..cuonTk°' y0ur •nrollments. "«P THESE RECEIPTS. You may "• d^ P#r *e can 
l0T P»t you in *r* ,lwsys hsppy to correct any errors we ask > .ct£on without ProiTU" ' COU"* or withdraw you from a course or take any other act on P °P*r FORM or without your RECEIPT. vrn n tl
•PProrl*.* A "tud#nt "ay repeat a couree with the •dvisor's *ndt^ " C^grade 
^ credit student repeats a course that was previously fall • t, n 
r,quirenenti C°?J* £*** of th# permanent record and may apply toward g grades "ow*v,r' the F is not removed from th. student's record, and Docn g 
If a at. A th# cumulative average. were received 
P^loueiy the*n r*peats a course for which credit and a passing g credit or 
'"•Uty poi„»« ** 'r*de becomes part of the permanent record> howevs , affect 
th* •tud^t^Vr*/*c*ly*d for thiTrepeated course. Thus the n~ grads josj^ and 
th* ^ astructor U*IU t^ v* The student must notify the cour,# for which er*m UM orLr,,t,Conflr»' in th. caee where a etudent is repeating a cour 
ously earned. 
»Culty,wiehiMltCleeerooee for ssasstar and year courses are m""l'"* B^xy5i2l or^l-nmil ***«*. ?K change classrooms please contact the Regl"liub, cownittees, one-
elas, ^ t^ f*culty and student needs for meeting r°°?*""^Lod' tn the SAC (5139). •••ting., etc.—should be addreesed to Catherine Lev.ngood in tn. 
CMDIT' 'tudents who have earned Kenyon credit through participation in SCAP 
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option* r*9ardinghi2ch"cr£dit?h°Uld yialt tha **fli«trar's Office and diecuaa thair 
TrANICRIPTi You IMV obtain w 
fm?*?k4,C r#cord «ny time. The**irlt^onl ? tr*"«cript (copy) of your permanent 
other »" "arvica (currantly $3.00). a traneerii** i" '***' th*rMft*r thara ia a char* othar Kanyon office, including ocs the your r*cord can ba aant to any 
transcript, viait tha Regletrar'a Off?H. ./"w your advisor at no charge. To requait i 
th# toem "nd laava it for oroo" *? obtaln • REQUEST FOR TRANSCRIPT for*, 
harged to your atudant account since rv." Tranacripta may ba paid for in caah or 
th# mu—*) tranacripta iiaulw^"^ r#cord c«rd* ara updatad only one* « 
Include a aacond paga that ia a coll i# °° "?anuary through May will automatically 
lnrf?*C5 Pt lata ln * ••"••tar, but want »IIUf Jfn|jary ®rad« Report. If you raguaot t 
on the REQUEST form Tranocrlnt include that aamaatar'a gradaa, ba aura to M 
r tha •tudent'a aignaturi P "m"t ** '•<««•• tad in writing and tha roqua.t 
Tha unauthorlxad altering# _. 
Students or graduates who fail to reer.^™*0 racord i* • crime punishable by law. 
record, or copiea thereof, will ba nr£Z m*intain the integrity of their acadaaic 
or diacontinu. tran.cript ••r?lcj ^ rllch^Wid!??.?1"0 r#"rV#' th# rl,ht ** 
WITHDRAWAL PROM A COURSR 
R^ntl?""' obtaln •PPropriate aianaturla1*"*^ '0r" fro* th# "•fli«trar*a Office; coaplatt 
Registrar, saa DEADLINES AND LATE RER* I AND fatum tha form to tha Offica of tha „ TE ™,s 'or •llowable dataa. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE COLLHOB, Ohtele YFAD r* R *Wr°pr i*tm form from Dean of Students in the ®AC. 
r*AM couRaia, Tha second half of . 
rH?T"te5 with ®rad* and credit for may *** droppad at tha and of tha flrat 
who f" r* inatructora may reauire „ ir,t ' with consent of tha adviaor and tha MOT !U? !nf?11#d i" • y*ar^couria but WH«*D'" t0 -lt ,or a "»•! -a-ination. Etadaat. 
S^Jino ?"* *lly ®ivan hall credit and a n0t raturn to Kanyon Spring Samaatar aro 
and wlah to receiva Illn® i'w If yOU ara not returning to Camblar 
MTV Drop/Add r°r», and file i? ? »!I h*lf cradit for a year course, you auat 
o«dHr* 1° proP*rly convert tha vl.i ci" R*9i«trar's Offica in tha uaual manner, 
grade and no cradit for the year cou ra* to a ••"••tar course will raault in a 
Buat than "it for the esami "udant« "ho withdraw from tha 2nd half of » 
by tha instructor) in . ti!!^ln4tion ln th* first half of tha course (if 
Student-_wo Of the Withdrawal date.**?!!** ?° that th# inetructor may submit • 9*& 
m*y withdraw from YRAB . t h e  g r a d e  w i l l  b a  r e c o r d e d  a s  a n  ' f  •  
ROD-DROP 
«O "TRA COURSK ONLY _NO WITHDRAWALS 
ROD-DROP 
NO OOWRSB OHLY WITHDRAWALS 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSE ONLY 
NO WITHDRRWALS 
1/2 CR IS, DROP 2S 
1/2 CR IS, WP 2S 
NO WITHDRRWRLS 
KENYON GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS SELF-AUDIT 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM I HAVE 
SEMESTERS OF FULL-TIME UNDERGRAD WORK 8.00 
PINE ARTS ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: 
(ARTS/ARHS) (DANC/DRAM) (MUSC) 
HUMANITIES 
ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: 
(CLAS) (ENGL) (MFLL) (PHIL) (RELN) 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: 
(BIOL) (CHEM) (MATH) (PHYS) (PSYC) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: 
(ANTH/SOCY) (ECON) (HIST) (PSCI) 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
NAJOR COURSE OF STUDY: 
PASS HONORS COMPLETE SENIOR EXERCISE 
WITS IN MAJOR DISCIPLINE: 4.00 7.00 
WITS IN MAJOR DEPARTMENT: 
IF A ONE-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT IF A MULTI-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT 
4.00 
4.00 
7.00 
9.00 
WITS OUTSIDE MAJOR DISCIPLINE: 9.00 
WITS OF PASS/FAIL AT KENYON 2.00 
WITS OF SUMMER-SCHOOL WORK 2.00 
WITS EARNED AT KENYON (LETTER GRADE) 8.00 
SENIOR YEAR AT KENYON YES 
• TOTAL UNITS OF CREDIT 16.00 
• GRADE POINT AVERAGE 2.00 
N0TES: 0 MAXIMUM figures assume a TOTAL of 16 "n}J% e^ded.** exceeded only as the 16-unit total (N) . (b-E) ° AP credit maj be used for all but distribution (B 
0 PHSD 4 Exeter credit does not count toward 2.0 sax. 
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SCHEDULE PLANNING PORK 
FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER 
MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY PERIOD MONDAY 
' 
WEDNESDAY FRIDAY 
1 
8:10 
2 
9:10 
3 
10:10 
4 
11:10 
5 
12:10 
6 
1:10 
7 
2:io 
8 
3:10 
EVE. 
7:00 
TUESDAY THURSDAY PERIOD TUESDAY THURSDAY 
A 
8:10 
B 
9:40 
COM1 
HOI 
ION 
JR 11:10 
COM1 
HOI 
ION 
JR 
D 
1:10 
E 
2:40 
EVE. 
7:00 
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Bm Bchmdula. Spring BWilttr. 
UKACE PERIOD: 5/4 - 5/LU; KEAUJ.NI/ L 
8:30-11:30 A.M. 1:30-4:30 P.M. 6:30-9:30 P.M. 
WEDNESDAY MAY 11 PERIOD D CLASSES 
PERIOD B CLASSES 
PERIOD 3 CLASSES 
THURSDAY MAY 12 PERIOD 4 CLASSES 
PERIOD 6 CLASSES 
EVE * CLASSES 
SATURDAY MAY 14 PERIOD 2 CLASSES 
PERIOD 7 CLASSES 
PERIOD E CLASSES 
SUNDAY MAY 15 PERIOD 5 CLASSES 
PERIOD 1 CLASSES 
EVE * CLASSES 
MONDAY MAY 16 PERIOD A CLASSES 
PERIOD 8 
41JU r .n. wm+tmm-M r . , 4:30 P.M. Monday, May lb ««« ouwiiaaiun ur w/uivoe.itviuvi *N0 0, SEMESTER: 
FINAL EXAMINATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
>r ff*"1"*110"' ordinarily h.ld in th. earn, classroom in tha class has met 
* **ceptions must be coordinated through the IR*?„'"*£'on. of their mtr,-? seeking relief from three exams on one day •t*°uld mpp 
i ?r,i Normally one should approach the Instructor of within the sxam J^vsnin,-course examinations are to be arranged by the instructor within 
:h.dui!!H f0r cour,#* meeting for a two- or three-hour period one day a week are 
i Jccor<1ing to the beginning hour. . to tte MNP period. ii Stlrt! L°T cour*M meeting 5 days a week are scheduled according.^^ in«tructors 
rt u d nti *r* sxpected to sit for exams concurrently with c the student seeking « »nd.r no obligation to make exceptions to this rule (except for the stun ^ 
SJ1. .°Zlhr" «»"lnstlon. in a given day.) In th. rare #5 fcto lKutr«r. 
th* instructor must exact a grade penalty and .f j0b-f for 
'••pit •••••sed a fee. Problems Involving transportat >n ,xamination. 
7, tn.i_ r* M0T sufficient grounds for requesting a change of __ion of course work. 
•isS?^" *r' "•pon.lbl. for setting deadline, for the «n 
*r°^late y^ HAY NOT ACCEPT WORK AFTER THE LAST SCHEDULED EXAM PER Academic 
oil™ ?°ntr"ct h" *>••" granted by the Dean of Students or the Dean 
instructors may not request or grant incompletes. 
I hour.n • ssmmster course may be either 2 or 3 hours in 
tiu>. ,I , nicto Generally/ they 
J h ." 'Z"-1, B °ur" *l * °?" the beainnTng of the rt.. unless the instructor has specified otherwise at 
• 'Take*!!**" yMr courses are three hours in length. -erve in the plsce of 
inal .!.?*•" •"••inations, final papers or other projects that" h.dui.d exam 
• Jor ;j!in*Uon "V not hi requlrid for submission earlier than the 
• Eo ft Cour"*-• Tha Reilt.r**n "*y scheduled during the Grace R*rlod. final grades 
th.lr^  tf'r l-,UM *u official statements to •t"d*n*?n^ "rade in his or her own rM No instructor may inform a student of a final grade * in another's. 
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SPRINO SEMESTER 1993-94 
J«n 15, Sat 
JAn 17, Mon 
Jan 25, Tua 
Pab 4-5, Pri-Sat. 
Pab 11, Pri . . . 
Pab 11-12,Pri-Sat 
Pab 16, Had , . . 
'•*> 25, Prl . . . 
Pab 28-Mar 4. . . 
Pab 28-Mar 25 . . 
Har 1, Tua. 
Har 5, Sat. . 
Har 21, Mon . 
Har 25, Prl . 
Har 26-27,Sat-Sun 
Apr 1, Prl. . . . 
Apr 3, sun. . . . 
Apr 15-16,Pri-Sat 
Apr 19, Tua . . . 
Apr 22-23,Pri-Sat 
Apr 26-May 4. 
Apr 29, Pri . 
Hay 4, Had. . 
Hay 6, Pri. . 
Hay 9-10, Mon 
Hay 11-12,Had 
Hay 13, Prl . . . 
H«y 14-16.Sat-Mon 
Hay 16, Mon 
Hay 17, Tua 
Hay 22, Sun 
Hay 23, Mon 
Hay 24, Tua 
Hay 25-29,Had-Sun 
•Tua 
•Thu 
. Studant raaidancaa opan at 10; 00 a.m. 
* ®*9ln> Registration; Two-day grace pariod; 
Bagin add-drop pariod; Start Saasion 3 PHSD couraaa 
. End of Add-Drop pariod; Laat day to ragiatar; 
Laat day to changa to audit in Spring couraaa; 
Spring couraa anrollmanta flnalired 
. Alumni Council 
. Laat day to changa grading option in Spring couraaa 
. Executive Committee meeting 
. Aeh Wadnaaday, claaaaa aa uaual 
* d*y to *dd • couraa; End aaaaion 3 PHSD couraaa 
' !!"" r*P°rt* du* to Academic Adviaing Office 
. Add-drop pariod for Saaaion 4 PHSD couraaa 
. OCS applicationa due for Pall, Year 6 Spring 
programa for financial aid racipianta . Spring Vacation begina 
' rMUB*» Two-day graca pariod; Start of Saaaion * PHSD course* 
* OCS applications duo for Pall, Year 6 Spring programa fo 
non-financial aid racipianta; Laat day to withdraw fro 
- * , _ prln® couraa or oecond-half of Year couraa with Eva of Paaeover, Pirat Day Paaaovar 
rrld«Yr claaaaa aa uaual Eaater Sunday 
Parents Advisory Council Honora Day 
»Drh'.l,MMn® °' tb* A°*rd of Trustaaa 
EnH i# 2r0lJB#nt ,or l«<-95 couraaa •nd of Saaaion 4 PHSD couraaa 
Begin grace period before final exama Laat day of classes 
Reading Daya 
Examinations 
Reading Day 
Examinations 
#nd* 4,30 P™' day faculty may 
Raaid.n__"°r^ *aar aad Spring couraaa 
Sani« " Ci°** *t Hoon (Except Seniors); 
166th Coaaancamant °"LE* BY "IOOA... 
undirH?®" CloM ,or *t 10«00 a.m. 
Alumni u»" ?rAd*A to Regietrar'e Office by lOiOOa.m. union Heekend; Alumni Council 
SPRIMO SEMESTER 1994-95 
Jm IS, Sun . . . . Student residences open et 10.00 r_rlod. J*n 17, Tue . . . . Clssses Begin; Registration; Two-dsy grace period; 
Begin edd-drop period 
Jtn 24, Tue ... . Start Session 3 PHSD courses 
J*n 25, Med ... . End of Add-Drop period; Lest day to register; 
Last day to change to audit in Spring courses; 
Spring course enrollments finalised 
F»b 3-4, Fri-Sat. . Alumni Council; Kenyon Fund Executive Com. 
Fsb 10-U, Fri-Sat. Executive Committee meeting _ „nttraaa Feb 13, Hon ... . Last day to change grading option in Spring course 
Fsb 27, Hon ... . Last day to add a course „ 
Fsb 27-Mar 4. . . . Midterm reports due to Academic Advising Office 
Fsb 27-Mar 24 . . . Add-drop period for Session 4 PHSD courses 
1, Med Ash Wednesday; Classes as usual 
1, Fri End Session 3 PHSD courses 
K*r 4, Sat Spring Vacation begins 
*sr 20, Mon .... Classes resume; Two-day grace period; 
Start Session 4 PHSD courses 
27, Hon ... . Last day to withdraw from extra course or 
second-half of Year course with "MP 
F-8, Fri-Sat. . Parents' Advisory Council 
14, Fri ... . Good Friday; Eve of Passover; Classes as usual 
*pr 15, s»t .... First Day of Passover 
JPr 8un .... Easter Sunday 
*Pr IS, Tue ... . Honors Day 
JPt 21-22, Fri-Sat. Spring meeting of the Board of Trustees 
*Pr 25-May 3.T-W. . April enrollment for 1995-96 courses 
Pr J8> Pri . . . . End Session 4 PHSD courses 
2!" •' Begin Grace Period before final exams ^ r',Mon Last day of classes 
"•Y »*10, Tue-wed . Reading Days 
i, ' Thu~Pri" Examinations 
M«J ul.S'V ' * ' o«y »Uv un~Mon- **aminations . faculty may Y 15, Mon .... Second semester ends at 9t30 p.m.; Last y 
.. accept work for Year and Spring courses 
Y 16, Tue .... Residences close at Moon (Except Srs.) ,0.00 «.m. 
((.„ „ . Senior grade, to Registrar's Office by 10.00 s.m. 
ii' ?un • • • • 167th Commencement 
ml j,' 2°n • • • • Residences close for all at 1°.00 a.m. ^ 
12',I"* * • • • Underclass grades to Registrar's Offloe by 
*-28, Med-Sun. Alumni Reunion Weekend; Alumni Council 
DEADLINES AND LATE FEES 
Lata fees are imposed for the purpose of encouraging students to 
accomplish proper registration and enrollment in a timely manner ao that 
timely and accurate reports may be generated by the Registrar's Office. 
The late fee is assessed per transaction, not per course. PLEASE MAKE ALL 
CHANGES DURING THE ADD-DROP PERIOD. 
FALL 1994: 
DATE WEEK REGISTER 
ADD 
A 
COURSE 
DROP 
A 
COURSE 
AUDIT 
A 
COURSE 
CHANGE 
TO/FROM 
PASS/FAIL 
AUG 30-SEP 7 YES YES YES YES YES 
SEP 8,9,12 $ $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 13-26 3-4 NO $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 27-OCT 12 5-6 NO $ $/WP NO NO 
OCT 13-26 7-8 NO NO $/WP NO NO 
OCT 27... 9. . . NO NO NO NO NO 
SPRING 1995: 
DATE WEEK REGISTER 
ADD 
A 
COURSE 
DROP 
A 
COURSE 
AUDIT 
A 
COURSE 
CHANGE 
TO/FROM 
PASS/FAIL 
JAN 17-25 YES YES YES YES YES 
JAN 26,27,30 $ $ $/WP NO YES 
JAN 31-FEB 13 3-4 NO $ $/WP NO YES 
FEB 14-27 5-6 NO s $/WP NO NO 
FEB 28-MAR 27 7-8 NO NO $/WP NO NO 
MAR 28... 9... NO NO NO NO NO 
J acneauied period; please make all changes he: 
ud " 5ifw^Urag*d' but P«r"itted with $25 late fee 
ttr, " „i^hdraw Passing from an EXTRA course only NO - Not Dernttt-»H 
